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Background 
In addition to reducing speed as a result of high oil prices, many shipping companies have worked on 

optimizing the operation of the fleets, both technically and operationally. Many measures are known, 

including the replacement of propellers optimized for lower speed, hull cleanings in between dry-dockings, 

bulb replacement and a number of other technical changes. Because the climate in the shipping industry 

has changed with increased competition including continuously low freight rates, the competitive edge is 

essential for shipping companies to survive. The challenge for most shipping companies is that there is no 

fully developed concept for how to harvest potential fuel savings, it is a  new discipline in the shipping 

industry.  The partners in the project all acknowledge this situation and agreed to partner up to develop a 

new platform to support both technical and operational optimisation in large shipping companies. The 

platfor should support both technical management as well as vessel operators in provide efficient overview 

of vessels performance and easy and cost efficient identification savings potentials. One objective of the 

platform was to identify the amount of excess consumption for a working fleet with drill down options to 

identify root causes for the excess consumption. 

Another objective of the project was to develop an open standard for exchange of performance data. Many 

shipping companies have large amounts of data but wish to have the freedom to exchange such data to 

different service providers. If all commit to the same exchange format, such exercises will be easy.  

The project team includes resources with extensive experience from actual performance management in 

large fleets as well as in development of performance management platforms. The project team includes 

experience from Maersk group, Torm, Lauritzen, FORCE Technology, ABS and other shipping companies. 
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Project 
The project has delivered a modular based "Vessel performance management platform". The platform 

includes the following characteristics: 

• Modularity where the various modules have transparent interfaces.  

• A Vessel Performance Analysis engine (VPAe) that converts operational data into decision support 

• A platform for running performance reports or jobs 

• Web based presentation layer for display of decision support  

• A results data base where shipping companies can extract calculated results to their own BI 

solutions. 

• The platform supports a change management process through Key Performance Indicators. 

• A consolidated dashboard including all performance indicators for entire fleets or groups of vessels. 

• Supports the INNOplus open standard for exchange of operational data (XML).  

The modular design and the results data base enable a shipping company to automatically transfer the 

results to its own data warehouse and BI solutions.  

The developed platform supports a process of change in a shipping company organization by introducing 

KPIs. The vision for the project was to be able to create a new and much attentive approach to fuel oil 

consumption on a ship through a change of monitoring and control processes.  

The developed platform provides decision support on the following topics: 

• Calibrated fuel tables 

• Hull&propeller performance (trending) 

• Main engine performance 

• Base load performance (sea&harbor) 

• Boiler performance 

• Fuel balance 

• Data Quality (validation, PI’s and KPI’s) 

• On-going voyages monitoring, including CP compliance 

• Completed voyages CP compliance 

• MRV emission report 

• Dashboard with consolidated scorecards, assembling all PI’s (or KPI’s) in one dashboard.  

User defined aggregation periods: today, weekly, monthly. 

The results are presented on a web platform with relevant information, including graphs and tables.  

A large effort has been made by VPS and Aalborg University in building a very strong validation engine. The 

validation engine enables the users to identify problems with the quality of data coming from the vessels, 

either noon report data or autolog data. Understanding data quality is essential when evaluating vessel 

performance. build into developing a the  

The development of the open standard was headed by FORCE Technology and here at the end of the 

project in total three Danish shipping companies have adapted to the standard.  

FORCE Technology also were responsible for developing a conning display for live display of performance 

data on-board vessels. 



Project results 
The project has delivered on all parameters. The performance management platform, now launched under 

the acronym “VESPER” (VESsel PERformance) has been developed and the participating shipping companies 

are using the platform on a daily basis to improve the efficiency of their operated fleets. The open standard 

is on its way to being used by three different Danish shipping companies and the conning display of FORCE 

Technology is being used by clients. 

Truly significant results have been obtained by the participating shipping companies. J. Lauritzen has 

committed to a total fuel saving of 4% on their operated bulk carrier fleet over the project duration, as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Results of fuel savings for J. Lauritzen during INNOplus project. 

 

The savings have been achieved by hard work; close monitoring and feedback to owned as well as in-

chartered tonnage. Also, knowing which vessels are good, or less good, performing, is important 

information when letting go of vessels or renewing charter contracts. 

Torm has also committed to significant fuel savings as reported in the Torm annual report 2018. The 

savings compared with a 2015 baseline accumulates to 6.9% on a yearly basis.  

Torm has full control of their fleet since Torm is a combined operator, owner and ship manager. Torm has 

made a significant effort to improve the fuel efficiency of their fleet. The significant results have been 

obtained by close monitoring and follow-up with vessels and a very close control of the fleets hull and 



propeller performance. High quality dry-dockings, strategic hull cleanings and propeller polish have been 

key for the extraordinary great results. 

For both shipping companies, the VESPER platform has been used extensively for providing the necessary 

decision support. 

In total, on a yearly basis, the combined fuel savings roughly sum up to a conservative 37.900 ton per year 

(~117.000 ton of CO2/year) or a yearly saving of more than 90 Mill. DKK at a fuel price of 400 US$/ton. 

Every year! 

Both shipping companies are continuously working to improve further on the efficiency of the fleets, 

knowing that efficiency and cost control is a key element in a very competitive market place.  

Another significant result from the project is the growth of Vessel Performance Solutions which at the time 

of writing has six full time employees supported by a fully commercial turnover. The VPS VESPER service is 

running for 700+ vessels with more prospect clients lined up. 
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